
Colour Psychology

Keep it Subtle

Often regarded as precious and girly, pink has a hard time proving itself as a serious 
contender when it comes to decorating the home. But, thankfully, times are changing, 
and everything from high fashion to restaurants have recently adopted a rosier outlook 
on pink.

If you want to add softness and elegance to a room, there’s no better colour than Jozi 
Blush. This blush pink is inherently feminine and lends itself to innocence, delicateness, 
nurturing, and tranquillity. Not to be confused with sugary sweet bubble gum or bold 
hot pink, Jozi Blush is a barely-there hue that can almost be considered a neutral. It's 
soft, pretty, and can be used in just about any style of room.

Jozi Blush, a pink that has an ethereal quality and gives 
just a hint of colour, can be most successful in 

conveying neutrality.

Layer and Layers
Layer different shades of pink to create a youthful 

elegance. Use pink as a base colour and then layer your 
accent pieces with different shades of pink. This type of 

decorating, called monochromatic decorating, could 
work well in a bedroom. 

A more subtle approach to using blush pink is to create 
contrast with other neutrals, such as black, charcoal, 

white, or off-white. It helps ground the colour and 
keeps the palette from appearing overwhelming.

Use Jozi Blush in a room that’s 
meant to be relaxing. Blush pink 
has a calming effect, so it’s great 
for stress relief and winding down 
after a long day.

JOZI BLUSH
From Our 2020 Palette

Vilakazi Sunset

Do’s

Don’ts

Do

Use a touch of blush to add 
elegance. A side chair, pillow, or 
even a vase of blush flowers can 
add a classic, elegant touch to a 
room.

Do

Mix blush with citrus colours like 
yellow and orange.

Don’t

Use Jozi Blush in a room where 
there’s a lot of busy activity, such 
as a kitchen. It doesn’t translate 
very well to high-energy rooms.

Don’t

Limit Jozi Blush to only classic and 
traditional spaces. It can work 
seamlessly in modern rooms with 
contemporary lines.

Don’t

Be limited to furniture and 
accessories. Pink lamps and light 
fixtures can add a hint of blush in 
an unexpected place.

Don’t

Using Jozi Blush...
The easiest way for pink to be seen as a 
neutral would be in a palette with 
other soft colours. In thinking of colour 
theory, a similar palette, using small 
incremental hues from off-white to 
soft pink, would make the overall room 
feel neutral.

In this sense, Jozi Blush is a more 
interesting alternative to beige, and 
can be a nice complement to artwork 
and other materials in a room.

SMALL INCREMENTAL HUES


